To fully appreciate the following some standard measurements will be helpful as
shown, , this article will be largely in imperial units, very little metric. A calculator with
a square root key would also be useful
1 Ton = 2240 lbs
1 cu/ft water = 62 lbs
30 mph = 44 feet/sec ( remember your driving test!)
1 knot = 1.69 feet/sec

Most scales in model boating are based on fractions of a foot (12”), i.e.
1/12 = 1”/ft 1/24 = 1/2”/ft 1/32 = 1/3”/ft 1/48 = 1/4”/ft
1/128 = 1/10”/ft 1/144 = 1/16”/ft

1/96 = 1/8”/ft

You will note that most scales are twice as big as the last, for some reason 1/32
scale is popular but is an odd one out.
There are also some “metric” scales commonly found such as 1/50 & 1/100.
The main property of such scale is it gives scale in linear dimensions, that means
that at say 1/96 scale the real ship will be 96 times longer and 96 times wider than
the model.
This very easily allows us to calculate the length of a proposed model at various
scales to see if it will fit the car boot or shelf.
For example the HMS BELFAST Cruiser is 613.5 ft long overall, so at 1/48 scale a
model will be 12.78 ft long! At 1/96 scale it will be a more manageable 6.3 ft long
and for a handy size at 1/128 it will be 4.79 ft long
So the first use of scale is to decide on a suitable scale to meet our length
requirements.
But VOLUME is the scale CUBED, so at 1/96 scale the real HMS Belfast will be 96 x
96 x 96 times bigger than the model, that is 884,736 times bigger by volume! So for
volume we need scale CUBED.
Scale volume is important when we come to compare actual sizes as opposed to
scales. We have all seen 1/48 scale models with 1/32 scale figures or oil drums, or
ships boats that are too small to even take two people. People think that 1/32 scale

is only one third bigger than 1/48, and in linear scale this is true but in volume terms
we must CUBE the scale to compare volumes i.e.
32 x 32 x 32 = 32,768
48 x 48 x 48 -= 110,592
So in fact a 1/32 scale fitting is THREE times as big as a 1/48 scale fitting in
size/volume and would not look right.
We can get away with close scale differences, for example 1/35 scale figures ( most
military kits) on a 1/32 scale boat or 1/50 scale fittings on a 1/48 scale boat, but not
any more than say a 10% scale difference.

We know the length of our model but the next most important measure is how heavy
will it be at a particular scale.
The formula for weight is simple and it is the cube root of the original, in other words
the weight of the original divided by the scale THREE times.
Taking again HMS Belfast as our example we can find from any number of published
sources that the STANDARD DISPLACEMENT of HMS Belfast is 11, 550 tons. (That is
its actual medium weight, and we will ignore its light load and deep displacements
which will be less and more respectively.)
The maths is simple, but we have to put things into the same units, as tons would be
no good applied to a model! So 11,550 tons x 2240 lbs = 25,872,000 lbs (original)
Divide by scale 3 times, so at 1/48 scale
25,872,000 / 48 / 48 / 48 = 234 lbs
At 1/96 scale
25,872,000 – 96 – 96 – 96 = 29.2 lbs.
So now we know that our 1/96 scale model of HMS Belfast will be 6.3 ft long and
weigh 29.2 lbs. Just manageable.
Unfortunately only warships are described with actual weight or displacement, in
tons weight.
For virtually every other kind of ship the tonnage figure given is either Gross
registered tons, a volume measure, Nett registered tons, another volume measure or
Deadweight which is carrying capacity including fuel and stores. These figures are

useless and misleading for scale calculating purposes. For example the Queen Mary
II is quoted as 150,000 GRT(volume) but actually weighs (displaces) 80, 000 tons.
But help is at hand as more detailed parameters or an internet search will reveal the
ships BLOCK COEFFICIENT, sometimes called the co-efficient of fineness. The later
diagram makes this clear but essentially if you take a box of the size of the waterline
length (usually given as LBP), times beam, times mean draft you get a box into which
the loaded ship will sit tightly. But the ship is rounded and pointed at both ends so it
will not fill the box completely. The % of box that it actually fills is known as the
block coefficient. .

So obviously a tanker/bulker will fill a lot more of the box than a leaner destroyer or
yacht and will have a higher %.
Typical Block Coefficient values would be
Tanker/Bulk carrier – 80-85%
General cargo ship – 55-75%
Ferry – 50-70%
Warship – 50-60%.

Going back to the BELFAST we can easily find out that its waterline length (LBP)is
579 ft, beam 66 ft, mean draft 19 ft and its block coefficient is 57%, from this we can
find the displacement weight of Belfast and hence the weight of a model e.g.
Underwater volume = 579 x 66 x 19 x 57% = 413,858 cubic feet.
We know a cubic foot of water weighs 62 lbs hence the weight in pounds is
25,659,172 which divided by 2240lbs/ton gives a weight of 11455 tons – very close
to the quoted Standard displacement of 11,550 tons.
Dividing 25,659,172 lbs by 96, three times would give a model weight of 29lbs at
1/96 scale.

The “easiest” way of establishing the weight of a completed model from the bare
hull is as follows
Mark the correct waterline on the model in pencil or tape.
Float the hull in the bath and fill it with water until it sinks to the waterline.
Weigh on the bathroom scales. Simple!
From this weight we can calculate the ballast required, so next take the dry hull and
place in it the motor, battery, some weights for decks, fittings etc and weigh again.
The difference between the waterfilled weight and the equipment filled weight is the
approximate amount of Ballast required.

Nothing exercises a modellers mind more than correct scale speed, in practice we
are only concerned with the scale MAXIMUM speed as all slower speeds will be
within limits. A question arises – can we scale time?
Let us look at “correct” scale speed. A Flower Class Corvette is 205 ft long and can
do a maximum of 16 kts, let us say 20 mph. Now we know that 30 mph is 44 fps, so
20 mph is calculated as 30 fps. This means that at full speed the real Corvette
covers its own length in 205ft/30fps i.e. 6.8 seconds.
Now let your 1/48 scale corvette do its own length in 6.8 seconds, so painfully slow.
So realism is not the answer.
The true formula for scale speed is –
V (speed of original)/v(speed of model) = square root of scale.

So from the example the square root of 1/48 is 7, the speed of the original is 30fps
(20mph), so the model speed(v)should be 30/7 = 4.2fps. So our model 1/48
Corvette at MAXIMUM speed should be doing 4.2 fps, which coincidentally is
actually its own length (52 inches)per second.
A second example, a destroyer doing 30kts at 1/96 scale.
V = 30 kts which is 50.7 fps. The square root of 96 is 9.8. So “v” is 50.7/9.8 = 5.1
fps. So our model destroyer should be doing a Maximum speed of 5.1 feet/sec.
In REALITY scale speed is completely subjective, it is what looks right on the water
and generates a similar wave pattern to the original, it is a matter of perception.
Everybody can tell when a model is going too fast and we have all seen tugs
trying(and failing) to plane at a scale 60 kts! So, if it looks right it is right.

This is a simple linear relationship with scale so for example a boat 10 ft away at
1/96 scale is a scale 960 ft away.
This does have some implications, when 50 ft away a 1/96 model is a scale 4,800 ft
distance, as a mile is 5280 ft it is almost a scale mile distant. This is of consequence
with colours and weathering. If you observe a real ship at one mile distance (
particulary on a hazy day)it is very muted in colour. It is often difficult to make out
colour at all.
A challenge- next time you are on the motorway, on a straight bit, look at the cars
half a mile away, it is difficult to tell the colours correctly, you can tell if they are dark
or light, possibly white but true colour is elusive. This has implications for model
colours which in my opinion should be muted down to look “scale”, that is no pure
whites or blacks- add a spot of black or white respectively and avoid bright primary
colours, mute them down a bit with a black or darker colour. Some people spend
hours creating the “correct “ colour but which when painted on models is just too
bright and intense.

It is a fact that time is scaled down in scaled down models, things happen faster in
small models, they roll and pitch faster than the real ship.
Time has the same scale factor as speed, and we use the square root of the scale
applied to time.
So for example a 1/96 model has a square root of 9.8 , let us say 10 for ease.

That means that a minute of 60 seconds has become 6 seconds on the model. On a
1/12 model the square root is 3.5 so a minute is 60/3.5 = 17 seconds.
This effect is used to “correct “ cine film of models in films etc. Most film models are
to 1/16 scale the square root of which is 4, so film is slowed down 4 times to look
realistic. Deansmarine make use of this in their promotional films which always show
their models in slow motion and hence more realistic. Hence if you film a model do
it in slow motion and it will look better.

Not many laymen realise that wind strength (power) is not linear with speed but
exponential. Hence a 40 mph wind is not twice as strong as a 20 mph wind but four
times as strong. A 100 mph Hurricane is ELEVEN times stronger than a 30 mph
wind.
For models, wind is simply calculated as the square root of the scale times the
actual wind. So say we have a windy day at 20 mph, on a 1/96 scale warship
(square root 9.8) this is equal to a wind of 20 mph x 9.8 = 196 mph. A 10 mph
wind on a 1/48 scale model would be 10 mph x 7 = 70 mph.
This can cause serious problems to models with a lot of “windage”, such as ferries
/liners, just like the real thing. Fortunately most of the ponds we sail on are sheltered
and relatively small so the “fetch” or the distance wind has to raise waves is small so
even strong winds do not pose a problem with waves on most ponds. But go to the
windward end of Fleetwood pond on a windy day and the waves can easily reach 1
ft high, or a scale 96 ft to your little 1/96 warship!
Wind exerts a pressure on ships (and models) as shown by the following table of
wind speeds and developed pressure.
10 kts - 3.1 kg/sqM
20 kts - 10kg/sqM
30 kts - 20kg/sqM
40 kts - 38 kg/sqM
60 kts - 82kg/sqM.
Let us imagine a large unloaded tanker sideways on to a 60 kt wind. The tanker is
330 M long and stands 15M above waterline which is 4950 sqM. Add say 250 sqM
for superstructure etc and we have a total wind area of 5,200 sqM. At 60 kts the
pressure is 82 kg/sqm so a total of 426,400 Kg, or a whopping 426 tonnes. That
means that four average harbour tugs of 55 tons bollard pull, a total of 220 tons
could not hope to control it. This shows why tankers and other ships never dock in

winds over 35-40 kts and ferries and container ships always need tugs in winds over
25 kts.
Similarly the windage on large superstructure models can be quite high and they
will blow fast downwind if broken down on a windy day.

It is a simple fact of science (life) that scale thickness is not equivalent to scale
strength.
In fact when scaled down, strength increases with the reciprocal of scale, an
example will illustrate.
Suppose a ship is built of 1” steel plates, at 1/100 scale the plates would be 1/100”
thick but this would be 100 times stronger (the reciprocal) than the original ship. To
give it scale strength the model plates would need to be 1/100 x 1/100 meaning
only 1/10,000” thick, clearly impossible.
Not many people realise that if some giant could lift say HMS Belfast from the water
with a hand at bow and stern she would promptly break in half and collapse in the
middle, likewise most large ships.
This effect means that we can use much lighter and weaker materials in a model
hull, such as plastic ABS or fibreglass which if used in the full sized vessel would be
far too weak.
As an example just imagine a 1/96 fibreglass model hitting the concrete side of a
pond at a scale 10 kts, result- a mild rebound and no damage. Now imagine the real
HMS Belfast hitting a concrete dock at 10 kts, result – devastation.

The mathematics of this aspect are too complicated but scale horsepower can be
calculated from real horsepower ( SHP x cube root of scale X square root of scale)
and the resultant tiny horsepower converted into watts. But suffice it to say that from
scale effects of water, surface tension drag etc a model needs about FIVE times the
scale wattage of an original.

Many people think that if the Centre Of Gravity of a floating body is above the Centre
Of Buoyancy it will be unstable. This is not so!

Think of a floating empty 45 gallon drum, the centre of gravity is on the centreline,
the centre of buoyancy is low down below the waterline. If the above was true the
drum would rotate to bring the centre of gravity down, and would keep on rotating
ad infinitum – congratulations you have just invented a perpetual motion machine, if
you could harness the rotation to a machine your fortune is made.

In most instances the centre of gravity is above the centre of buoyancy in a hull, but
as the ship heels the centre of buoyancy moves to the new low point, the centre of
gravity moves as well but in the opposite direction. We end up with the force of
gravity pulling vertically downwards while the force of buoyancy pushes upwards,
this develops a force between them , known as the righting arm ( or righting force)
which tends to return the hull back to level. See the diagram for a schematic of the
righting arm.

The force of the righting arm is measured in ft/tons (or metre/tonnes) and is the
length of the arm in feet times the upward thrust in tons.
A hull will heel so far and have a righting arm but this gets smaller as the heel
increases, there comes a point when the centre of gravity line reaches the line of
buoyancy and there is no righting arm, when it goes beyond- disaster.
Many people have heard of the “metacentre” and /or metacentric height but have
no idea what it is. Quite simply if we plot the centre of buoyancy for medium
angles of heel the points generated mark out the arc of a circle below the
waterline. If we then join the dots we get an arc, if we extend the arc to a full circle
the radius lines show the metacentre( obviously in the middle of the circle). Please
see the attached diagram.

The height of the metacentre above the centre of gravity is known as the
“metacentric height”. This is established in real ships by means of the “inclining
process” when ships are inclined, after building, by moving weights across the deck
and measuring the heel angle produced which enables clever people to calculate
the metacentric height. Nowadays it can be done by computers.
A high metacentric height will produce a “stiff” ship, which will not roll easily and will
quickly roll back when listed. A “quick roller”.This is often unfavourable as it can
cause damage to cargo, masts, and fatigue to the crew. A small metacentric height
will produce easy ,slow rolling and recovery and a more gentle motion, a ship is then
said to be “tender”. The trick is to get the height just right for a particular ship.
What is the difference between LIST and LOLL, a list is caused when weight is out of
centreline and the ship, or model will always list to the heavy side, if you roll it to the
opposite side it will return to the original list. A ship lolls when there is little or no
righting arm, usually when it is top heavy. If inclined to the right, it will stay there, if
then inclined to the left it will stay there, if you see a model with a severe lean left
and during a left turn it flips over to the right it is undoubtedly top heavy and is
“lolling”
What does this mean for MODELS, in order not to bounce around in waves or roll
unrealistically models should be quite “stiff”, i.e. any ballast or weight should be as
low as possible.
It should also be distributed as widely in the hull as possible, for example if the
ballast in a model weighs 4 lbs, it would not be best to simply put the whole 4 lb at
the centre, amidships. Far better to put one pound in the bow, one pound in the
stern and two in the middle but as wide apart as possible. This is because say you
have a 4ft long model, the pound in the bow will need 2 ft/lbs ( i.e. 1 lb x 2ft) to lift it
and will slow the rise in waves, similarly the weights in the turn of bilge positions will
slow any roll.
To imagine what is happening, imagine you have a 6ft pole which you are holding
horizontally in the middle. Now hang a 10 lb weight in the centre between your
hands, it is still easy to waggle the pole ends up and down. Now hang 5 lb weights
at the ends of the pole and repeat, not so easy to waggle the ends up and down as
there is now a 15 lb (5lb x 3 ft) force acting against you.
Generally wind and waves have a bigger effect on a model than the real ship and of
course time is speeded up also so to stop model wobble put the ballast as low and
as spread out as possible, to keep it as stiff as possible.
Happy sailing
Phil Scales

